
Few would argue against the proposition
that William Henry Gates III is the
best-known computer geek on earth.

Small wonder. He took it upon himself to put
a computer on every desk on earth. He acquired
a reputation as a ruthless, hardball negotiator.
He made a very large pile of money. He also
handed the keys to shiny new revenge over to
several successive generations of nerds—if
doing well is the best revenge, that is. Since the
beginning of the 1980s, thousands of pocket
protector-bearing men and women have proudly
returned to their high school and college
reunions in unforeseen and unprecedented
glory. This is mostly by dint of the fact that dur-
ing the intervening years, they managed to make
so darn much money. William Henry Gates III
played a critical role in that shift.

A STAR IS BORN

Born in 1955, Gates was twelve when he
got his first hands-on experience with a com-
puter. His parents, one a successful lawyer and
the other the chairman of United Way, sent
him to the private Lakeside School in the
Seattle area where he excelled academically.
Through an intermediary organization,
Lakeside purchased computing time on a DEC
PDP-10 minicomputer owned by General
Electric Corporation so that their students
could get some exposure to computers. A few
of them, including Gates and Paul Allen,
ended up immersing themselves in the technol-
ogy 24/7 and absorbing as much as possible. A
year later, when the firm that was reselling
time on the PDP-10 to Lakeside ran into busi-
ness problems, Gates and Allen had already
been messing around, reprogramming the
operating system. The deal the firm struck was
that Gates, Allen and a few others could have
unlimited access to the computer if they would
only document any software bugs they found.

The firm closed completely a few short
months afterward, but by then Gates and Allen
were on their way in the software world. In
1971, the two were hired by Information
Science, Inc. They created a payroll program
and received their first cash income from their
programming efforts. Gates was sixteen.
When Gates and Allen finally launched
Microsoft in 1974, Gates got two thirds of the
company. His friend Paul Allen got one third.

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?

Since then, Gates has left programming and
engineering far behind and achieved distinctions
exceeding even the most overarching dreams of
avarice. He amassed a fortune that undisputedly
qualified him as the richest person on earth for
eight years in a row. Though he surrendered that
title in 1991, Gates remains one of the three rich-
est people, with a fortune that fluctuates between
$50 billion and $100 billion, if an assessment of
a fortune of that size means anything at all. In
1975 Gates stated his goal to put a computer on
every desktop and in every home. In fair meas-
ure, that goal has been realized. The worldwide
census of computers in 1969 was 62,000,
according to the Diebold Corporation. In 1995
there were five million. In 2004 the number is
estimated at 845 million. Microsoft operating
systems dominate those desktops worldwide,
enjoying at least 75% of the market. Microsoft
Office dominates the small business office
automation field nearly to the exclusion of all
others. Microsoft’s Internet Explorer holds the
same position among browsers, at the substantial
cost to the firm of a federal antitrust conviction.
Windows CE occupies at least 50% of the more
than ten million handheld computers. Microsoft
has not yet been successful in dominating the
market for Internet server operating systems, but
it is still early. MSN competes against AOL, and
MSNBC, against CBS. Bill Gates also owns

sizeable stock in biotechnology firms, ocean
shipping, cable television, a hotel chain, real
estate, and the digital rights to a library of thou-
sands of images, including that of the Mona Lisa
and every photo Ansel Adams ever took. Gates
has sold about 20 million shares of Microsoft
stock each year since his company went public.
The $24 billion Gates Foundation, administered
by Gates’ father since 1994, has provided over
$7 billion to date in grants to programs for
global health and education.

THE DARK SIDE

For all of this, Gates has struggled with
some mannerisms and habits that have kept
perfection at bay. His habit of publicly rocking
back and forth while thinking about a problem
amused many, as did his careless habits of
dress. His reputation as a sarcastic, manipula-
tive and imperious boss was an integral part of
early Microsoft history. Gates was a good
poker player and a good bluffer, and his need
to vanquish any business foe at any cost per-
vaded all Microsoft business.
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In early adulthood, Gates often haunted Seattle discos looking for
women. But he eventually married Duke MBA grad and Microsoft
manager Melinda French in 1994. Now the Gates couple has two chil-
dren, and Bill Gates seems to have settled into domestic life. Since the
firm was convicted in 2000 and again in 2001 of antitrust law viola-
tions, Bill Gates no longer oversees the day-to-day operations of
Microsoft. That has fallen to Steve Ballmer, an associate to Gates since
they were at Harvard in the days before Microsoft.

TODAY

According to self-proclaimed Gates-watcher Robert X. Cringely, Gates
has graduated to another form of competition now. This one may gradual-
ly encourage spectators to view the man more charitably than they have in
the past. Tax law dictates that at least five percent of the Gates Foundation
endowment must be given away each year—something currently in excess
of one billion dollars annually. He is seeking out uses for the Gates fund
where the dollars will do the most good for the recipients, and attempting
to give the money away fast enough to stay ahead of the taxman.

If Gates gives enough money away for long enough, maybe his name
will become synonymous with good will, just as the names of Pulitzer,
Nobel, Rockefeller and Carnegie have. Maybe the urban legends,
rumors and jokes about the number one alpha geek will begin to fade
away. Maybe some of the scams, spams, stunts and attempted frauds
perpetrated in his name will go away, too.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and field
service in Orange County, CA. He can be reached at JimRue@CalTrainer.com
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